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Preamble

"Le livre, comme livre, appartient à l'auteur, mais comme pensée, il appartient—le mot n'est pas trop vaste—au genre humain. Toutes les intelligences y ont droit. Si l'un des deux droits, le droit de l'écrivain et le droit de l'esprit humain, devait être sacrifié, ce serait, certes, le droit de l'écrivain, car l'intérêt public est notre préoccupation unique, et tous, je le déclare, doivent passer avant nous." (Victor Hugo, Discours d'ouverture du Congrès littéraire international de 1878, 1878)

"Our markets, our democracy, our science, our traditions of free speech, and our art all depend more heavily on a Public Domain of freely available material than they do on the informational material that is covered by property rights. The Public Domain is not some gummy residue left behind when all the good stuff has been covered by property law. The Public Domain is the place we quarry the building blocks of our culture. It is, in fact, the majority of our culture." (James Boyle, The Public Domain, p.40f, 2008)
The public domain, as we understand it, is the wealth of information that is free from the barriers to access or reuse usually associated with copyright protection, either because it is free from any copyright protection or because the right holders have decided to remove these barriers. It is the basis of our self-understanding as expressed by our shared knowledge and culture. It is the raw material from which new knowledge is derived and new cultural works are created. The Public Domain acts as a protective mechanism that ensures that this raw material is available at its cost of reproduction - close to zero - and that all members of society can build upon it. Having a healthy and thriving Public Domain is essential to the social and economic well-being of our societies. The Public Domain plays a capital role in the fields of education, science, cultural heritage and public sector information. A healthy and thriving Public Domain is one of the prerequisites for ensuring that the principles of Article 27 (1) of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights ('Everyone has the right freely to participate in the cultural life of the community, to enjoy the arts and to share in scientific advancement and its benefits.') can be enjoyed by everyone around the world.

The digital networked information society has brought the issue of the Public Domain to the forefront of copyright discussions. In order to preserve and strengthen the Public Domain we need a robust and up-to-date understanding of the nature and role of this essential resource. This Public Domain Manifesto defines the Public Domain and outlines the necessary principles and guidelines for a healthy Public Domain at the beginning of the 21st century. The Public Domain is considered here in its relation to copyright law, to the exclusion of other intellectual property rights (like patents and trademarks), and where copyright law is to be understood in its broadest sense to include economic and moral rights under copyright and related rights (inclusive of neighboring rights and database rights). In the remainder of this document copyright is therefore used as a catch-all term for these rights. Moreover, the term 'works' includes all subject-matter protected by copyright so defined, thus including databases, performances and recordings. Likewise, the term 'authors' includes photographers, producers, broadcasters, painters and performers.

The Public Domain in the 21st Century

The Public Domain as aspired to in this Manifesto is defined as cultural material that can be used without restriction, absent copyright protection. In addition to works that are formally in the public
domain, there are also lots of valuable works that individuals have voluntarily shared under generous terms creating a privately constructed commons that functions in many ways like the public domain. Moreover, individuals can also make use of many protected works through exceptions and limitations to copyright, fair use and fair dealing. All of these sources that allow for increased access to our culture and heritage are important and all need to be actively maintained in order for society to reap the full benefit of our shared knowledge and culture.

The Public Domain

The structural Public Domain lies at the core of the notion of the Public Domain and is comprised of our shared knowledge, culture and resources that can be used without copyright restrictions by virtue of current law. Specifically, the structural Public Domain is made up of two different classes of material:

1. **Works of authorship where the copyright protection has expired.** Copyright is a temporary right granted to authors. Once this temporary protection has come to its end, all legal restrictions cease to exist, subject in some countries to the author's perpetual moral rights.

2. **The essential commons of information that is not covered by copyright.** Works that are not protected by copyright because they fail the test of originality, or are excluded from protection (such as data, facts, ideas, procedures, processes, systems, methods of operation, concepts, principles, or discoveries, regardless of the form in which they are described, explained, illustrated, or embodied in a work, as well as laws and judicial and administrative decisions). This essential commons is too important for the functioning of our societies to be burdened with legal restrictions of any nature even for a limited period.

The structural Public Domain is an historically grown balance to the rights of authors protected by copyright and it is essential to the cultural memory and knowledge base of our societies. In the second half of the 20th century all two elements identified here have been strained by the extension of the term of copyright protection and the introduction of more copyright-like regimes of legal protection.

**Voluntary commons and user prerogatives**
In addition to this structural core of the Public Domain, there are other essential sources that enable individuals to freely interact with copyright protected works. These represent the "breathing space" of our current culture and knowledge, ensuring that copyright protection does not interfere with specific requirements of society and the voluntary choices of authors. While these sources increase access to protected works, some of them make this access conditional on certain forms of use or restrict access to certain classes of users:

1. **Works that are voluntarily shared by their rights holders.** Creators can remove use restrictions from their works by either freely licensing them, or by using other legal tools to allow others to use their works without restrictions, or by dedicating them to the Public Domain. For free licencing definitions see the definition of free software [http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/free-sw.html](http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/free-sw.html), the definition of free cultural works [http://freedomdefined.org/Definition](http://freedomdefined.org/Definition), and the open knowledge definition [http://opendefinition.org/1.0/](http://opendefinition.org/1.0/) for reference.

2. **The user prerogatives created by exceptions and limitations to copyright, fair use and fair dealing.** These prerogatives are an integral part of the Public Domain. They ensure that there is sufficient access to our shared culture and knowledge, enabling the functioning of essential social institutions and enabling social participation of individuals with special needs.

Taken together, the public domain, the voluntary sharing of works and exceptions and limitations to copyright, fair use and fair dealing go a long way to ensure that everyone has access to our shared culture and knowledge in order to facilitate innovation and cultural participation for the benefit of the entire society. It is therefore important that the Public Domain in both its incarnations is actively maintained so that it can continue to fulfill this key role in this period of rapid technological and social change.

**General Principles**

In a period of rapid technological and social change the Public Domain fulfills an essential role in cultural participation and digital innovation, and therefore needs to be actively maintained. Active maintenance of the Public Domain needs to take into account a number of general principles. The following principles are essential to preserve a meaningful understanding of the Public Domain and to ensure that the Public Domain continues to function in the technological environment of the networked information society. With regard to the structural Public Domain these are as follows:

1. **The Public Domain is the rule, copyright protection is the exception.** Since copyright
protection is granted only with respect to original forms of expression, the vast majority of data, information and ideas produced worldwide at any given time belongs to the Public Domain. In addition to information that is not eligible for protection, the Public Domain is enlarged every year by works whose term of protection expires. The combined application of the requirements for protection and the limited duration of the copyright protection contribute to the wealth of the Public Domain so as to ensure access to our shared culture and knowledge.

2. **Copyright protection should last only as long as necessary to achieve a reasonable compromise between protecting and rewarding the author for his intellectual labour and safeguarding the public interest in the dissemination of culture and knowledge.** From neither the perspective of the author nor the general public do any valid arguments exist (whether historical, economic, social or otherwise) in support of an exceedingly long term of copyright protection. While the author should be able to reap the fruits of his intellectual labour, the general public should not be deprived for an overly long period of time of the benefits of freely using those works.

3. **What is in the Public Domain must remain in the Public Domain.** Exclusive control over Public Domain works must not be reestablished by claiming exclusive rights in technical reproductions of the works, or using technical protection measures to limit access to technical reproductions of such works.

4. **The lawful user of a digital copy of a Public Domain work should be free to (re-)use, copy and modify such work.** The Public Domain status of a work does not necessarily mean that it must be made accessible to the public. The owners of physical works that are in the Public Domain are free to restrict access to such works. However once access to a work has been granted then there ought not be legal restrictions on the re-use, modification or reproduction of these works.

5. **Contracts or technical protection measures that restrict access to and re-use of Public Domain works must not be enforced.** The Public Domain status of a work guarantees the right to re-use, modify and reproduce. This also includes user prerogatives arising from exceptions and limitations, fair use and fair dealing, ensuring that these cannot be limited by contractual or technological means.

In addition, the following principles are at the core of the voluntary commons and user prerogatives described above:

1. **The voluntary relinquishment of copyright and**
sharing of protected works are legitimate exercises of copyright exclusivity. Many authors entitled to copyright protection for their works do not wish to exercise these rights to their full extent or wish to relinquish these rights altogether. Such actions, provided that they are voluntary, are a legitimate exercise of copyright exclusivity and must not be hindered by law, by statute or by other mechanisms including moral rights.

2. Exceptions and limitations to copyright, fair use and fair dealing need to be actively maintained to ensure the effectiveness of the fundamental balance of copyright and the public interest. These mechanisms create user prerogatives that constitute the breathing space within the current copyright system. Given the rapid pace of change in both technology and society it is important that they remain capable of ensuring the functioning of essential social institutions and the social participation of individuals with special needs. Therefore, exceptions and limitations to copyright, fair use and fair dealing should be construed as evolutionary in nature and constantly adapted to account for the public interest.

In addition to these general principles, a number of issues relevant to the Public Domain must be addressed immediately. The following recommendations are aimed at protecting the Public Domain and ensuring that it can continue to function in a meaningful way. While these recommendations are applicable across the spectrum of copyright, they are of particular relevance to education, cultural heritage and scientific research.

General Recommendations

1. The term of copyright protection should be reduced. The excessive length of copyright protection combined with an absence of formalities is highly detrimental to the accessibility of our shared knowledge and culture. Moreover, it increases the occurrence of orphan works, works that are neither under the control of their authors nor part of the Public Domain, and in either case cannot be used. Thus, for new works the duration of copyright protection should be reduced to a more reasonable term.

2. Any change to the scope of copyright protection (including any new definition of protectable subject-matter or expansion of exclusive rights) needs to take into account the effects on the Public Domain. Any change of the scope of copyright protection must not be applied retroactively to works already subject to protection. Copyright is a time-limited exception to the Public Domain status of our shared culture and
knowledge. In the 20th century its scope has been significantly extended, to accommodate the interests of a small class of rights holders at the expense of the general public. As a result, most of our shared culture and knowledge is locked away behind copyright and technical restrictions. We must ensure that this situation will not be worsened at a minimum, and be affirmatively improved in the future.

3. When material is deemed to fall in the structural Public Domain in its country of origin, the material should be recognized as part of the structural Public Domain in all other countries of the world. Where material in one country is not eligible for copyright protection because it falls under a specific copyright exclusion, either because it does not meet the criterion of originality or because the duration of its protection has lapsed, it should not be possible for anyone (including the author) to invoke copyright protection on the same material in another country so as to withdraw this material from the structural Public Domain.

4. Any false or misleading attempt to misappropriate Public Domain material must be legally punished. In order to preserve the integrity of the Public Domain and protect users of Public Domain material from inaccurate and deceitful representations, any false or misleading attempts to claim exclusivity over Public Domain material must be declared unlawful.

5. No other intellectual property right must be used to reconstitute exclusivity over Public Domain material. The Public Domain is integral to the internal balance of the copyright system. This internal balance must not be manipulated by attempts to reconstitute or obtain exclusive control via regulations that are external to copyright.

6. There must be a practical and effective path to make available 'orphan works' and published works that are no longer commercially available (such as out-of-print works) for re-use by society. The extension of the scope and duration of copyright and the prohibition of formalities for foreign works have created a huge body of orphan works that are neither under the control of their authors nor part of the Public Domain. Given that such works under current law do not benefit their authors or society, these works need to be made available for productive re-use by society as a whole.

7. Cultural heritage institutions should take upon themselves a special role in the effective labeling and preserving of Public Domain works. Not-for-profit cultural heritage organizations have been entrusted with preservation of our shared knowledge
and culture for centuries. As part of this role they need to ensure that works in the Public Domain are available to all of society, by labeling them, preserving them and making them freely available.

8. **There must be no legal obstacles that prevent the voluntary sharing of works or the dedication of works to the Public Domain.** Both are legitimate exercises of exclusive rights granted by copyright and both are critical to ensuring access to essential cultural goods and knowledge and to respecting authors' wishes.

9. **Personal non-commercial uses of protected works must generally be made possible, for which alternative modes of remuneration for the author must be explored.** While it is essential for the self-development of each individual that he or she be able to make personal non-commercial uses of works, it is just as essential that the position of the author be taken into consideration when establishing new limitations and exceptions on copyright or revising old ones.

**Please Note**

1. If you want to sign the Manifesto in the name of your organization (and you are authorized to do so), please send an email to coordinator [at] communia-project [dot] eu. Please, include in your email: the precise name of your organization and the URL of its website, your first and last name and your position in the organization. Please, also attach an image file with the logo of your organization (or the related URL)

2. If you encounter any problem with the web site or if you see an error in your signature, please send an email to webmaster [at] communia-project [dot] eu
Sign the manifesto!

First name: *
Surname: *
Organization:
Country: *
Email: *

☐ If you want to sign the manifesto, but you don't want to appear on the on-line list, please check this box.

Sign it!
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Jonathan Sandoe
Ahern Mitchel Electrocaster.org
Carlos Alonso
Christian Bök Dept. of English, University of Calgary
J. William Hays UNC Chapel Hill
Luciano Mannucci Maremmasoft
Patrick Kenel Wikimedia CH
Joseph Johaneman
Edwin Mijnsbergen Zeeuwe
Bibliotheek
Raoul Chiesa @ Mediaservice.net - Data Security Department
Ron Smith  
Innovation Toronto

Robert Mills
Justin Goff
Joshua Neff
Emmanuel Marcq  
Université de 
Versailles St-Quentin-en-Yvelines
Tony Armstrong  
Splash Productions Toronto

Jaime Urdiales
Miravalles Calleja Miguel
Scott Palmer  
New York University
Florence
Frédéric Duton  
Université de 
Poitiers
Beccaria Antonella
Douglas Hampton  
Student of 
Anthropology
Daniel Judy
David Hughes  
Esoteric Teaching 
Seminars
Smith Pete
Nick Archer
Taylor Hale  
University of Oklahoma
Athletic Office
Ilia Burlakov
Joshua Ryan
Ton de Kruyff
Anthony Lawson
Kevin Kennedy
Lea Medeiros  
University of São 
Paulo
Ray Roussel  
Markdale, Ontario, 
Canada
Douglas Shick
Erin Kinser
Lucas Villegas
Jesse Slicer  
Always Elucidated
Solution Pioneers, LLC
Hamblion Matthew  
A Number of 
Young Lovers
Chris Carter  
HvZ@ANU
John A Taylor
Alessandro Califano  
crdav - 
Rome's Municipal Research & 
Documentation Centre for the Visual 
Arts (Italy)
Jonathan Douglas Duran
Surrealist gesture
Matthew Mittelstadt
Ilir Dema
Tartaglia Stefano
eileen boswell
Roger Martínez
Joseph Sack
Charles Sheboy
Eleni Koureta
William Brown  
Desperation Church
Øyvind Jensen
Monique DiCarlo Social Media
Muse
Peter Brownell School of
Everything
Robert Moore
Antonio Diaz Diaz
Bruce Caron NewMedia Research
Institute
Benjamin Young
Richard Nash Cursor
Andrius Iskauskas
Jim Taylor
Michael Cox
Christian Surchi Truelite
Tait Johnson The Absent Narrative
Ted Delorme
Milo Miller The Queer Zine Archive
Project
Stephen Francoeur Baruch
College
Richard Welty
David Freeman
Kent Peterson
Matias Ventura
Jean-Jacques SOLARI Minority
Opinions
Pablo Lozano Fuentes
Graciano Torráo
Bodie Pfost
Michael Millspaugh
Erskin Cherry
Jay McGee Eon Sea Productions
Christopher Turner
José Ángel Gallegos Gómez
Xiaoyu Wang
Fernando Padilla
Russell Taylor
Ronald Stimbert
Ian Bock
Alberto Corsín Jiménez Consejo
Superior de Investigaciones Científicas,
Spain
David Blanco
John Saylor
Cameo Wood Her Majesty's Secret
Beekeeper
Ian Warwick Red Deer College
Carol Voigts
tanzini massimiliano
Bill Spornitz
Adam Holland Boston university
School of Law Berkman Center for
Internet & Society
Pieter De Praetere
Hervé BOURGADE
Eric Reiss
Agnieszka Goszczyńska
Jason Riedy
Virginia Rutledge
Chelsey Giffin Ms.
Alexandre Jodoin
Luz Alberola Universitat Politècnica de Catalunya
Larissa Wodtke University of Winnipeg
Matthew Scoville
Antonio Gregorio
Alexander Gödde
Mark Webb
Armistral. Human Being
John Thronberg Canadian Broadcasting Corporation
Sandra Keegan University of Edinburgh
Kenneth Beare Dialogue Consulting LLC
Michael Gardiner
Lawrence Liang Alternative Law Forum
Anne Mostad-Jensen
David Aguilera Jimenez
Judith Carnes Yale University
Alexander Tribble
Gary Regis
Jurdant Alexis
Peter Port
Joshua Christian
George Francisco RedSOSTenable
J. Martin
Angels Oliva
Pedro Alípio
Alex Wainer
Amanda Alessandra de Felice Comune di Trieste
Shamnad Basheer National University of Juridical Sciences
David Marin
Rafael Hernamperez Martin Tecnillusions
Robert Cruickshank
Scott Berta
John Linstrom earthing
Kevin Shantz
Dan Zappone 23Systems
Enrico Rebeggiani Università di Napoli Federico II
Steven Clark Steven Clark Studio
Wilson Bull
Matthew Hamilton
Ryan Morehouse
Patrick Leech
Fuller Daniel Université de Montréal
Michael Repas
denise bottmann
http://naogostodeplagio.blogspot.com
Joel Anderson
Serge K. Keller, FCD Atelier
Mammouth
Omar Muñoz
John Postill Sheffield Hallam
University
Maria Figueiredo Escola Superior de Educação de Viseu
Steven Sewell University of North Carolina
Brian Murtagh
Pedro Pascual
Sebastian Toomey
Iker Arce
Tim Griffiths
Craig Ambrose
Nicolas Troncoso
Paulo Cristóvão
Juha K. Siltala University of Helsinki
Giacomo Spallacci
Joseph Knight none
Keith Starling
Ana Loureiro Instituto Politécnico de Santarém
Christopher Sweet
Andrew Schneider high school drop out
Jesse Todres Osgoode Hall Law
School Student
Paul Hennekam ID-College
Alan Demers
max elliott
Silke Helfrich commonsblog.de
Joanne van den Eijnden
Antonio Pardo CooWorks
Ismaël Bouya
Marco Doria Ministero per i Beni e le Attività Culturali
Alexander Benton
Matteo Civiero
Michael Goff The Henry Ford
Todd Parkhill Young American Comics
Jeff McCune
http://findjeffandsusan.com
Guy Consitt Superfucent
Lauzon Ron
Tyler August Laurentian University
Mister JayEM
Anders Jensen-Urstad
William Gillies
Alexander Sun Xidian University
Arvin Johnston
David Scott
Erik Even
Alexander Mackenzie  Save the gay baby whales for Jesus
Forman Howes  Vancouver Board of Education
Dmitri Dolguikh
Harold Jarche  independent
David Bollier  On the Commons
Wendy Seltzer  ChillingEffects.org
Ryan Kaldari
Paul Warren  Australian National University
James Jacobs  Free Government Information (http://freegovinfo.info)
Allan McCoy
Fumi Yamazaki
Bob McKeand
Francisco José Campos
Emily Huck
Jérémie Zimmermann  La Quadrature du Net
Matthew Lye  Griffith University
Pedro Angelini
Mary Walsh
Liz Pruszko  Phase2 Technology
Brian Copcea
Daniel Ferranti  http://subliteratecinephile.blogspot.com/
Joshua Chalifour
Paolo Brini  Movimento ScambioEtico
Tim Monserate
Steven Marsh  University of Illinois at Chicago
Bill Hooker
Kieran Shah
Michael Barron
Nicole Dudley
Jack Baker-Latimer
Robert Milson  Dalhousie University
Robin Elliott
Larissa Lima  NUPI - Universidade Federal de Alagoas
Bruce Eggum
Tod Booth
Sean Chadwell
Tim Noble  Nonstop Institute
Dave Kemp
Daniel Bujs
Tobias Brox
Laura Cacherosky
Chris Pitchford  Databoy.biz
John Cuccia
Richard Saccomanno Jr.
Simon Roy  Ouèbe Musique
Arron Harper
Mike Gardella
David Crummey
Aaron Muszalski  The Liminalist
David Robert Lewis  ZA-FREE
Robert Whitaker
Jeremy Robinson
Michael Beatty  Ohio State University
Jérôme Darmont
Alidori Romano  Fondazione Roberto Franceschi onlus
William Mason
Antoine Moreau  Copyleft Attitude
Gerard Pierce
See-ming Lee  SML Universe
Karen Ferreira-Meyers
Christian Hufgard  Piratenpartei Deutschland, Musikpiraten e.V.
mafe de baggis
Juan David Rodríguez García  Instituto de Tecnologías Educativas
Peter Wenz
Elmine Wijnia  elminewijnia.eu
Derick Dressel
Nagla Rizk  American University in Cairo
Stephan Urbach
Eric Prenen  PMC
Michael Beitel
Daniel Kaplan  Fing
Brendan Molloy  Pirate Party Australia
Rodney Serkowski  Pirate Party Australia
Bogomil Shopov  Electronic Frontier
Bulgaria/Електронна границица
България
chris Jangelov
Nathaniel Smith
Isabelle Ramade  Université Paris-Sud 11
Agatha Kabugu  University of Nairobi
John Griffin
Fernando Santamaria  Universidad de León
Colin O’Brien
Daniela White  The African Commons Project
Fotini Rebelou
Antti Impiö
Staromiejska Jadwiga  Cracow University of Technology
Diaan Mynhardt  Dreamfoundry Design
Frieda Brischini  Wikimedia Italia
Pedro Roffe  ICTSD
Rainer Ilgen
Christo van Gemert  ZA Car Show
Raffaele Mastrolondaro
Sven Krohlas
Marcus Ilgner
Antonio Pozo
Marc Siramy
Manfred Bartl  Linkswärts
Bronwen Kausch  PSI
Communications
Mathieu Stumpf  Culture Libre
Carl Smotricz
Dennis Alexis Valin Dittrich
Jacobs University Bremen
Lotte Belice
Christina Angelopoulos  University of Amsterdam
Eduardo Perez
Gerald Albe
Andrea Ferrato
Patrice Pillot
Thomas M Walter  Govt.Siddha Medical College Hospital
Steve Bickle
Michele Luconi  e-strategy
John Collier  University of KwaZulu-Natal
Denis MARCOUREL
Hinde ten Berge  Free Knowledge Institute
Cis Mercy
Fabio Neves
Vittorio Bertola  Torino a 5 Stelle
Simon Columbus  netpolitik.org
pseudo wildleech  France
Michael Eliyahou
Volker Bombien
Silke Karner
Goulwen Reboux  polytechnicum
Gry Hasselbalch
Antoine Pitrou
Guilermo Molleda Jimena
Hala Essalimawi  Bibliotheca
Alexandrina
Ad Huikeshoven
Moreno Alejandro
Edward Liddiard
Langeard Stephane
Fabienne Dohmen  University of Amsterdam
Corrado Druetta  Université de Genève
Marc Ducharme
Lars Pallasch
Odin Toness
Natalia-Rozalia Avlona  Royal Holloway, University of London
Zain Zahri  zensers
Hector Dominguez Aguirre
Talleres Libres de Artes y Tecnologias
- Mexico
YERLY manuelle
Giulia Giapponesi
Dave Duarte Huddlemind
Georg Auernhammer
Enrico Bertacchini Department of Economics "Cognetti de Martiis",
University of Torino
Colin Marquardt
Mantas Zimnickas
James Adkins ADIT Trucking
Carsten Droste CaSa Consulting
David Sherman
Torsten Näther
Sam Howard-Spink NYU Music Business Program
James Chapchuk
Eric McDavid
Fehre Torsten Piratenpartei
Deutschland
LUISA MURINO UNIV CAGLIARI
Michał Masłowski
Patrick Dobernecker
Tom Wolf Nonprofitable.org
Adrian Rodriguez
Anne Bast
Stéphane FONTAINE
Rodger Evans CICESE
Mark Sawyer
Daniel Baulig
manuel cardeiro fernandez
Haint Bradley Haint
Schuschny Andres
Yann Maltaverne
Stéphane Gigandet
Lynne Robertson
Doug Blandy
Cinzia Mescolini
Leslie Polzer Stardawn Consulting
Julien PEZERY
Warren Ockrassa
Brad Patrick Attorney
Darcy Harris
Bruno Cornec Open Source, Linux
et Musique Ancienne
Maria Grazia Canepa Pucci
michael thevenet boson2x
Matthew Cleary
Paulo Costa
Winter Coker
Alan Alegre Foundation for Media Alternatives
George George Entenman
Individual
John Rumpf
Simonas Balecium Lietuva
Holger Levensen Debian Germany
Wilhelm Gasser
Julius Markunas Vilnius University Lithuania
Carlos Castillo Manzana Mecánica Chile
Karolis Balcius Lithuania
Marius Grigutis Lithuania
Filippo Martorana Linux Club Italia Italy
Milda Zalgevičiutė Lithuania
Andrea Zanni University of Parma Italy
Sabrina Bandeira Lopes Brasil
Umut Işık Turkey
Paulius Budzinskas Lithuania
Ilaria Fava Italy
Natalya Sukhonos Harvard University USA
James Ramsay
Francisco das Chagas de Souza Universidade Federal de Santa Catarina - Dpto Ciencia da Informação Brasil
Bruce Lemoine New Canaan Country School USA
Meg Kribble Harvard Law School Library USA
Vicenç Gomez Cerda Radboud University Nijmegen Netherlands
Tomas Matulionis Lithuania
José Luis Jiménez del Pino España
Lia Mulholland UK
Patrick Fisher QZAP and University of Arizona USA
Veronica Phillips
Dainius Milvydas
David Arthur Singleton U.S.A.
Magdalena Warszawa
Gintaras Rumšas Lithuania
Andrius Semionovas Lithuania
Mourad Ben Abdallah Wikimedia
CH Switzerland
Mark Mark Harris Technology Research and Consultancy Services Ltd. New Zealand
Dominykas Djačenka Lithuania
Boleslovas Dapkūnas Lithuania
Paulius Paulaitis Lithuania
Jose Alberto Alvarez Alvarez
Francesco Lapenta University of Roskilde Denmark
Jesse Davis USA
Simon Klages Piratenpartei
Germany
PELAEZ AINHOA SPAIN
Edgar Buršić University Jura
Dobrila - Pula Croatia
Geoffrey Lehr USA
Rich Mr
Emre Eryilmaz Istanbul University
Turkey
Steve Ediger
Jan Klerk Stadsbibliothek Haarlem
en omstreken Netherlands
Lester Henderson
Sigita Kalina Lithuania
Shane McNeil Smoking Gun Productions Pty Ltd
Tadas Šinskas Lithuania
Viktorija Krapaviciute Lithuania
Timothy Grigg New Zealand
Sam Jackson Australia
Giedrius Motiejunas Lithuania
Giuseppe Nicosia Studio Legale
Nicosa Italy
Elena De Carolis Italia
Adriano Melis Italy
Rob Carr New Zealand
walter cataldi Italy
Francesco Macellaro La Franca Italia
giovanni sabato Italy
Alessandra Muccinelli Italy
Nicola Mattina Elastic Italia
Andreas Poltermann Heinrich
Boell Stiftung Germany
Mike Campbell New Zealand
Nick Wiebe
Luca Di Ciaccio Italy
Karin Spaink ColumnistWitter The Netherlands
Riccardo Carabelli Linux User
Group Bocconi - www lug-bocconi.org Italia
Ernesto Maschilla Italy
Rimydas Baronas Lithuania
Owen Skarpness U.S.A.
Giorgio Jannis NuoviAbitanti Italia
Maria Teresa De Gregori Università di Roma Tor Vergata Italy
Alessandro Galardini Italy
Jean-Pierre Desthuilliers Adamantane, portail d’écritains France
Pier Luigi Nussio Italy
mario siccardi Italy
Gianfranco Andriola Italy
Mugnier Aude Wikimedia France
France
patrick risacher france
Domenico Serpella Italy
Gianni Soliani Italy
eliza iacoblev Association Bug France
Georges Seguin France
rita berardi docente Italia
Nazareno Lamparelli Italia
Juan Manuel Fernández
Martínez Università di Torino Italia
Adrienne Alix Wikimedia France
France
alfredo chizzoni Italy
Sean M. Johnsen Chicago, IL, USA
Marco Chiesa Wikimedia Italia Spain
maxim liulca Romania
Mark Turner New Zealand
rémi BACHELET Wikimédia France
Gilles Chagnon Université Pierre et Marie Curie France
Pierre Travers France
Bülent Bolat Yıldız Technical University Turkey
JUAN QUINTANA UMET - AGUADILLA PUERTO RICO
patrizia polito elastic srl Italia
Maria Elisabetta Paletmo student of S.T.Ar.S, Scienze e Tecnologie delle Arti e dello Spettacolo, Università Cattolica del Sacro Cuore, Brescia Italy
Alberto Bracaglia Italy
Gianluigi Gamba Italy
David Bozak USA
Nicolas Vigneron France
Thiago Bomfim Livraria do Thiago Brazil
Gustavo T. Santos FFLCH / USP Brasil
Paolo Costa Visiant Spindox / Maison.the Italy
Lucas Chicarelli Brazil
Sebastian Haunss Universität Konstanz Germany
Wilko Graf von Hardenberg Universität degli Studi di Trento Italy
Martin Skopal Austria
Alessandra Cicioni Italia
Joris Pekel Kennisland Netherlands
Etienne Sévin France
Bruno Pozzi Pozzilaba Brazil
Giuseppe Ravera Italia
Ottone Maurizio Grasso Italia
Federico Spagnolini ITALY
Pierre-Yves Mevel Wikimédia France
Nicolas Quenouille France
Rodrigo Leme Brazil
martin olive France
Davide Taviani Italy
Isabelle Jargowsky United States
Lorain Anne-Catherine France / Belgium
John Kane SUNY Oswego USA
Monica Schieck ECO / UFRJ Brazil
Vincenzo Miccio Italy
Chico Lacerda Brazil
Thomas Bresson France
Romas Male Lithuania
Alain Marois Ecole Centrale de Lyon France
Arto Bendiken Spain
Edson Goes Brazil
Bogdan Trifunovic Public Library Cacak Serbia
Barbara Fister United States
Mindaugas Truklickas Lithuania
Dennis Weddle USA
Ricardo lcassatti Hermano Brasil
Neil Gaiman Author UK and USA
Dario Palermo University of Catania Italy
Shaun Kronenfeld I Have Issues TV United States
Erik Volpert Brazil
Patrick Welsh United Kingdom
James Cunningham United States
Evamaria Nittnaus Switzerland
Dave Robinson US
Andrea Wright USA
Anthony Rogers USA
Ian Thomas UK
Alex Whitington England
Dennis Moser USA
James Eagle Spell Checked* England
Lara Eakins United States
Anthony Troupe USA
Ben Wilson Design Anonymous USA
Shannon Nergard Canada
Darusha Wehm Canada
Michael Foord Freelance Software Developer United Kingdom
Erin Shedd United States
Jennifer Rodland United States
Giuseppe Merigo Italy
Joe Keilholz USA
James Luberda University of Connecticut USA
Emily Miller United States
Hunter C Coch YourPredator.com
USA
Sean Arkinstall Canada
Roger Weeks Author USA
Jeanelle Eros USA
J. Daniel Sawyer ArtisticWhispers Productions United States
Leo Loikkanen Finland
Amanda Rodrigues Brazil
Ana Muñoz Spain
Raymond Welt USA
Christopher Knall Member of the CBLDF USA
J. Luke Johnson USA
Amanda Brihed The Black Monday Human Rights Network Sweden
Damien Thorn New Zealand
Amy Ripley USA
Denis Klotz Germany
Jeffrey Fasceski USA
Steve Wooster United States
Tamra S Switzerland
Julia Vyse just me and the choir of voices in my head Canada
Vivienne McCulloch UK
Robert Boole Boolean Software Great Britain
Marjorie Taylor United Kingdom
Chia Evers ChiaLaw USA
Antti Rasinen Finland
Alexander Price Northern Illinois University United States
Martha Sutor United Kingdom
Quentin Hartman United States
Paul Constant The Stranger USA
Kyle Kaczmarczyk Zombie Ink Comics U.S.A.
Renata Cardamoni Brazil
Divya Manian United States
David Bauer United States
Ruby Strawbridge USA
K.O. Myers III, Esq. Grassroots Skeptics United States
Carrie McLaren USA
Claudia Camarillo-Dievendorf USA
Jakob Sjögren Sweden
Douglas Cuff Canada
Terry Brown USA
Zach Lee USA
Greg DiCostanzo United States
Lisa Applegate United States
Steven Morton United States
Lisa Costello USA
Ben Paddon USA
Ken Paulson Small Fun Games Canada
Adam Bowker  researcher Penn State University  United States
Robert Pivarnik  USA
Lasse Hassing  Denmark
Katherine Fuerst  US
Tyler Leto  University of Central Florida  USA
Jason Tamez  USA
Crimson M. Kildare  Author USA
Danny Willis  Evil Beaver Productions  United States
citizen USA
Traci Moore  United States
Michael Lamontagne  United States
Paul Pritchard  Belgium
Tony Longworth  AtomicDaze Canada
Raven Starsmore  USA
Edna Jimena Morelos Allande  Mexico
Ben Bainton  Finland
Marco Ciampini  Politecnico di Torino  Italia
Michael Thompson  United States
Rebecca Annis  USA
Rachel Winchester  USA
Miceala Godfrey  United States
Ulf Reese Næsborg  tegneseriesiden.dk  Denmark
Lilith Mitchell  USA
Jim Brucker  Galter Health Sciences Library, Northwestern University  USA
Matthew Wester  United States of America
Tom Dullemond  Australia
MeiLin Miranda  United States
Keith Moser  USA
Joe Helfrich  USA
Lynn Siprelle  United States
Linda Ballinger  USA
shawn DePasquale  USA
Nick  Mr. United States
Richard Caldwell  the Lottery Party usa
Charles Rogers  USA
Michelle Oleson  USA
Jody Wurl  USA
Scottie Thomas  USA
Elizabeth Sager  United States
Jessica Pautler  USA
Jon Swabey  The Committee for Public Safety  Australia
Amanda Miller  United States
David Eppstein  University of
California, Irvine USA
Hillary Kelley United States
Ayse Canan Marasligil Netherlands
Derek Martz USA
Erinc Salor University of Amsterdam Netherlands
Scott Francis United States
Nicky Geist USA
Kheir Fakhreddin United States
Lindsey Tuggle Us
Steve Malsam Basting Shoebox Software USA
Joseph Thomann USA
Christopher Conroy Durosia.com United States
Rebecca Cavanaugh USA
David Kopaska-Merkel USA
Fidel Jiron Jr. United States
Timothy Bellefleur Canada
Patrick McLean good words (right order) USA
George Ellenburg US
Kevin Barnes United States
Thomas Herlofsen Norway
Michael Sgier USA
Joseph Gagnon R. J. Spindle Ink United States
Ryan O'Connor RJO Photo USA
Nicole Springer United States
carlos pineda Dominican Republic
William Mansky University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign USA
Bernadette Semilla Canada
Kaolin Fire United States
D. Vincent Ervig-Lindqvist Sweden
Jenn O. Cide SwingShift SideShow USA
Joyce Li USA
Joseph Burgess America
Brian Van Meter United States
Michael Sugarbaker usa
barbara trumpinski-roberts University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign US
Rebecca Dalzell USA
João Martins Portugal
Jennifer Young United States
Christopher Mattogno USA
Christopher Kinniburgh USA
Edmund Ng USA
Sian Clarke Hong Kong
Shawn Pavey The Writers Place USA
John McBroom Northern Ireland
Jason Averill United States
Benjamin Livingston USA
David R Harris UK
Alexandra Yannayon USA
Charles Christopherson
VectorMask Media United States
Eric Honaker USA
Austin Mullen University of Iowa United States
Terri Jones USA
David Ganssle United States
Leonardo Defente Nada Brazil
Steve Clark England
Damiana Vance US
Martin Kopischke Deutschland
Jefferson Berlin United States
HILLARY KOZEL US
Julie Gardner UK
John Finch Canada
Jack Moulton USA
Patricia Werner United States
Jennifer Erickson-Brown USA
Catherine Bell U.S.A.
Jon Axisa US
Brian Belew Brian Belew Design & Illustration USA
Christian Massi Italy
Katherine Wood USA
Charlette Stoner USA
Will McCollum United States
Andrea Lostaglia-Hoskovec
United States
Gra Linnaea US
Josh Dye United States
Christopher Brown United States
Rachael Headrick USA
Mikkel Madsen Denmark
Bobb Waller United States
Greg Sanders United Kingdom
Judy Oxford United States
Megan Minnaert USA
John Thompson USA
Alison Croggon Writer Australia
Hunter C Coch YourPredator.com USA
Rob Pembro UK
Andre Habet Belize
Jessica Winkowski United States
trhafford usa
Ryan Parreno Philippines
Bradley L’Herrou USA
Molly Olguin United States
Simon Southey-Davis United Kingdom
Teri Nolan USA
Ben Harpster United States
Nona Nona Farris USA
Bruce Press United States
Matthew Rainford Mortis2000 UK
David Moore USA
Matthew Huffman United States
Julian Gough Me, Myself & I, Inc.
Ireland
Jeff Jewell jjewell US
Thomas Gaffney U.S.A
Ronda Grizzle USA
Ashley Hochstein USA
Brice Stratford UK
Sarah Lawson Australia
Leslie Turek United States
José Guilherme Correa Brazil
Zachary Totz United States
Elizabeth Coon USA
Tim Norman Australia
Jessica Baker USA
Robert Veryler Michigan State
University College of Law United States
Serena Hicks United States
Dave Bozarth USA
Jordan Burch USA
Colleen Flett USA
Kate Hannah NewZealand
David Jeffcoate United Kingdom
Lorraine Grout Word Forward
Australia
Chris Myers United States
Andrew Burke Australia
Carrie Peters United States
Courtney Barnes USA
Michael Broderick country.us
Frank H. Woodward Wyrd United States
Matt Eddy United States
Mark Harris USA
Cara Weber USA
Stephen Weber USA
Yan Guang Kuah Singapore
Kelly Henley USA
Lynnette Leonard United States
Jonel Burge USA
Matt Madden cartoonist USA
Michelle Lin Singapore
Cayenne Chris Conroy USA
Myriam Lechuga USA
Michele Crissinger USA
E. Michael Harrington United States
Luis Sopelana Mexico
Rodrigo Peniche Mexico
Mariette Knoblauch USA
Sara Harvey USA
Julia Heinemann USA
Elijah Sullivan United States
Joel Welling USA
Jon Hansen USA
Katherine Anderberg USA
Susan Kosenka USA
David Earle USA
Lorenzo Fortunati Università degli Studi RomaTre Italy
Pierpaolo Dominici Italy
Revol Web Revolweb Italy
Ian Elwood USA
Paul Duda USA
Gillian Kinney USA
Patience Collier United States
Zon Mundhenk Bast House USA
Susan Swartz USA
Katherine Bienvenu United States
Lori Smith United States
Brandon Hawk United States
Nadine Wilson USA
Rafael Cordeiro Aiyra Brazil
Feri Zsolnai Hungary
Gianni Tommasi Italy
Mark Breitenbach United States
Eric Leslie United States
Sara Reubelt USA
Benjamin Kenneally USA
JooLee Tan Malaysia
Malissa Thomas United States
Anassa Rhenisch Canada
Garrett Fitzgerald USA
Matthew Lanigan USA
Anne Sauer USA
Alexander Abbott United States
Brian Mann United States
Colin Le Sueur United Kingdom
David Bircumshaw United Kingdom
KD Crotwell United States
Jason Suber US
Vladi Finotto Università Ca’ Foscari Venezia Italy
Vincent Clements Canada
Jennifer Tiff United States
Barry Schwabsky US/UK
Vytautas Peckas Lithuania
Dirk Hartmann Germany
Marcello Tapiapa Italia
Michael Holloway Canada
Ian Hopper USA
Lisa Isaksson Sweden
Dan Matei CIMEC Romania
Ellen Gödecke Sweden
Alex Stocks  South Africa
Johnny Blakeborough  Canada
Alessandro di Francia  Italy
Giacomo Ombrelli  Italy
Giorgio Manfredi  V-Minds Sagl
Switzerland
Mat Greenwood  United Kingdom
Jaap Blom  The Netherlands
Jess Lee  Australia
Lika Dahl Diouf  Norway
Geraldo Julio  Logiciels Libres
France
Assante Ernesto  Italy
Paulius Andriekus  Lithuania
Egidijus Meištas  Lithuania
Xavier Gibert Mateu
Telenoika.NET  Spain
Laura Jefferson  USA
Michelle Humphries  United States
Benjamin Gorman  USA
Jennifer Korst  Bangor University
United Kingdom
Rodney Carter  Canada
Eimear Maguire  Ireland
Tim Stoop  The Netherlands
Paul Wiener  USA
Mark Leggott  University of Prince Edward Island
Canada
Chris Herforth  Canada
Olivier Alvarez Seco  Spain
Rokas Perevičius  Lithuania
Jeremy Hunsinger  Center for Digital Discourse and Culture USA
Anthony Metcalf  UK
Tamas Zador  Kiegő lließők Hungary
Chris Benedict  New York City
Lewis Tearle  Random House UK
Olavo Amaral  Universidade Federal do Rio de Janeiro
Brazil
Thomas Bohn  Germany
Jeremy Conner  United States
Howard Grizzle  USA
Lora Friedenthal  USA
Anthony Bader  USA
Luca Menini  Italia
Aileen Zeigler  USA
Jessica Raye  United States
Robert Mitwicki  Polish Pirate Party
Poland
Mark Weiss  USA
Brendan McMullan  USA
Elizabeth Switaj  USA
Nadine Le Lirzin  Wikimédia France (France)
Mark Mendoza  Miami University
Fair Labor Action Coalition  U.S.A.
Marius Žukaitis  Lithuania
Colleen E. Doyle  USA
Christian Vaehling  Germany
Miguel Perez Subias  AUI - Asociacion de Usuarios de Internet  Spain
Marc Coyles  United Kingdom
Eric Elshtain  Beard of Bees Press  United States
Sheilah O'Connor  Canada
Matthew Barron  United States
Nicole Barry  Canada
Jonathan Current  America
Dhugael McLean  Canada
Lydia Nelson  United States
Aaron Brunette  USA
Paul Taylor  Abominable Comics  USA
Agne Volosenkinaite  Lithuania
Jose Raphael Federico Doval-Santos  Philippines
Nick Palmer  Industrial Angel Studios  United States
Gemma Gonzalez  Spain
Josephine Koster  Professor of English, Winthrop University  United States
Hilary Bruce  Canada
David Kerry  United Kingdom
Luca De Biase  Il Sole 24 Ore  Italy
Douglas Barbour  Canada
Gian Franco Concas  ITALIA
Juergen Fenn  Germany
Samantha Colucci  USA
Adrian Pohl  hbz Germany
Marco Trotta  Italy
Alan Mills  Guatemala
giacomo capizzi  Universita di Palermo  Italy
Vincent Nyren  United States
Nicolas Kyriazopoulos-Panagiotopoulos  France
Catherine Daly  USA
Gianalberto Gazzotti  Italy
Peter Burke  USA
Giles Beauchamp  CSSS Lucille-Teasdale  Canada
Elías Chavarría  Costa Rica
Wilson Zorn  United States
Davide Galati  Italy
Guy McLimore  USA
Jon Ryan  U.S.A
Giuliano Bellucci  Italy
Katherine Lyall-Watson  Australia
Detlef Kroeeze  Netherlands
John Breakwell  United Kingdom
Arturo Di Corinto CATTID-University of Rome Italy
Lauren Schmidt United States
Elia Waltz United States
David Bryant United States
Carl Rigney USA
Mitchell Featherston United States
Sam Daniel N/A USA
Kenneth Wolman USA
Corey Reid Scratch Factory Canada
Daniel Simonson United States
Eric McCutchan USA
Laura Knapton USA
Arthur Murphy USA
Matthew Whitehead New Zealand
Ryan Daley United States
kevin mcgreal Australia
Christian Hauschke Germany
Johann Dréo France
Giorgio Spedicato Università di Bologna Italy
Patrick HINGE wikipedia FR
France
pascal radigue France
FREVAL Christophe FRANCE
Valentín de Mollinedo Ceño España
Thomas Hale United Kingdom
David Klotz Germany
Vygintas Niauronis Lithuania
Olivier Joncourt Canada
Emily Philp USA
Catharina Bethlehem Netherlands
nenad romic multimedia institute Croatia
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